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Abstract: Wide spread acceptance of wireless technologies has given rise to increase in demand for bandwidth. 
Cognitive radio was developed as a promising technique to overcome the scarcity of spectrum resources in wireless 
communication. The term cognitive radio is defined as an intelligent radio that can be programmed and configured 
dynamically. Particular portion of the spectrum can be used only by a specific user of communication systems i.e. 
Licensed user (or) primary user (PU). The secondary user is cognitive user (CR). There are two main paradigms to 
implement CR in practical, namely interweave and underlay techniques. The main motive of this paper is to design 
efficient resource allocation algorithms for both techniques that optimize average sum rate performance of cognitive 
network while considering time varying constraints such as probability of interference accounting for noisy and 
outdated channel. The resource allocation schemes can be obtained by weighted sum average rate maximization 
considering average power and probability of interference constraints these are categorized as average and instantaneous 
constraints. In every case the optimal resource allocation is a instantaneous channel state information function of 
cognitive radio to cognitive radio link and cognitive radio to primary user channel obtained via simple stochastic 
iterations.
Keywords: Cognitive radio, Spectrum management, time varying constraints, long term interference, short term 
interference constraints.

INTRoduCTIoN1. 
Cognitive radio is defined as an intelligent radio that can be programmed and configured dynamically [1]. The 
cognitive radio changes its reception or transmission parameters after identifying the free channels available in 
surrounding radio spectrum for efficiently accommodating more parallel wireless communications. FCC assigns 
spectrum to licensed holders.Users who have no spectrum licenses are known as secondary users. Cognitive 
radio allocates the frequency bands to unlicensed users by adjusting operations to meet the Quality of service 
(QOS) required by the application for the signal environment [2]. In underlay transmission methodthe secondary 
users use the licensed band along with the active primary users but to keep the interference to the PU’s under a 
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predefined threshold level the SU’s will control their power accordingly, where as in interweave transmission 
the SU’s use the licensed band when no active primary user is present [3].

Spectrum sensing in cognitive radio is performed to know the surrounding radio environment such as PU’s 
existence and usage of spectrumin geo graphical area and it determine the spectrum holes. Based on the spectrum 
sensing results, the process of identifying the best channel to meet the QOS to the user is known as spectrum 
management. It assigns that channel to the cognitive user. Scheduling coefficients, rate, power are the resources 
available for cognitive radio to adapt. In spectrum management by using some time varying constraints it identifies 
the best channel in the spectrum, but there are still few challenges in design faced by cognitive radio paradigm

∑ For controlling interference we need some extra constraints.

∑ The volatile nature of CR may cause outdated statistical channel state information.

∑ It is difficult to acquire instantaneous CSI of the PU.

For first design challenge, interference can inflicted by either through average (long term) transmit-power 
constraints or instantaneous (short term) constraints [4]. The instantaneous constraints have been focused as the 
second design challenge, handling these constraints is simple. Dual stochastic processesare specifically used for 
general wireless network, as they don’t need channels statistics knowledge and their computational simplicity. 
For third design challenge outdated channel state information have been considered for SU’s and to predict the 
actual CSI we use a very few incorporate mechanisms.

The motive of our work is to develop the algorithm of resource allocation to underlay and interweave 
schemes to account for noisy, outdated channel state information and also jointly limit the interfering probability 
with PU’s. The short term constraints are grossly suboptimal or infeasible because of uncertain information over 
SU to PU channels. So the long term (average) constraints are used to overcome this problem and improving 
performance[5]. The instantaneous CSI is presumed to be perfect over the SU-SU channel, but the CSI could 
be outdated and noisy over SU-PU links.

The imperfections are captured by using a first order continuous markov model with AWGN noise. For 
tracking the CR-to-PU changing CSI these models can enable channel prediction and correction. The solution 
for resource allocation is obtained by performing a maximization of weighted sum average under probability of 
interference and average power constraints [1]. The constraints are of two types, they are Long term interference 
constrains and Short term interference constrains.

Under Instantaneous constraints the interference must be below a predefined limit for each time slot. In 
this the duality gap is zero even though not all formulations are convex. The optimal RA scheme is a function 
of channel state information of the cognitive radio to cognitive radio links and the CR-to-PU channel and lag 
range multipliers are obtained using stochastic iterations [6]. By extending the present situations with greater 
than one cognitive radio network are of interest, but it is left for next generation.

The purpose of our work is to get Instantaneous channel state Information (CSI) of primary user, by using 
some stochastic iteration. By knowing the CSI of primary user it is easier to allocate the frequency bands to the 
cognitive users by adjusting the rate and power of a primary user [1],[2]. Another objective is that to reduce the 
interference occurred in the channel. In any channel Interference is the most common problem. In cognitive Radio 
the Interference is occurred while allocating the spectrum bands to the cognitive users because no perfect CSI 
of primary users. This Interference is removed by using some Interference constraints such as Instantaneous and 
average constraints. Sometimes these are also called as short term and long term constrains. The space between 
PU’s and SU’s is small in instantaneous constraints where as the average constraints means the space between 
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PU’s and SU’s is large [7]. The target of this paper is allocating the resources to the secondary user by knowing 
the Instantaneous channel state of the primary user without any Interference.

The remaining paper is planed as follows in section 2presents the channel modelling i.e imperfect primary 
channel state information and functioning situations. In section 3 accounts for RA optimization problem. Various 
Interference constrains and design of algorithms are in section 4. Numerical example and simulation results in 
section 5.[8]

CHANNEL ModELLING2. 
Consider a Cognitive Radio (CR) Network contains ‘M’ secondary users with various bands let it be k. For easy 
purpose we assume that every band is allocates license for each primary users and has its identical bandwidth 
and cognitive radio contain network controller (NC) it gather the Information of channel needed to resource 
allocation.

A. CSI
Channel state information contains the information about the channel and this information is accessible to 
every user in the network. CSI is heterogeneous i.e it is varies for PU’s and SU’s. It has 2 reasons one is it has a 
different CSI links for both primary and CR users and second is on designing of resource allocation the impact 
of channel state information is different. The channel state information of cognitive radio is perfectly know i.e. 
the gain of secondary users links will available. Mathematically the instant control gain of the channel between 
mth cognitive transmitters of the instant declining coefficient is dividing by the power of noise at the kth link 
when the transmitters of the primary users are located at large distance from the users. Otherwise it becomes 
square of the magnitude of the instant fading coefficient is divide by the addition of instant interference power 
and noise power due to the kth transmitter of primary user. The channel information of the primary user is not 
known perfectly since it is impossible to sense all the frequency bands on each and every instant of time. This 
assumption well suited when the cost of sensing the PU is large when compared to the cognitive radio user 
sensing. Since there are so many number of primary users are there in the spectrum and sometimes the PU are 
may be at the great distance from the CR user.

Interweave means CR use channels where there is no primary user is active and underlay means CR users the 
frequency band when PU is also active. The perfect and imperfect CSI of both settings can be shown below.

1. Imperfect and perfect channel state information of primary user in interweave network: In the interweave 
network the NC checks the every band in the spectrum is used or not. By using a variable ak we can know the 
occupancy of the network. Mathematically it is given by

 ak[n] = 1, kth PU is active at instant ‘n’

 = 0, otherwise.

The 2 ¥ 1 belief vector  fak[n]: = [pr{ak[n] = 0}, pr{ak[n] = 1}]T in real time the belief vector can be estimated. 
For example while estimating imperfect channel state information of the primary user we can also estimate the 
resultant principle vector. Let sk[n] is a changeable it can be denoted by

 sk[n] = 1, if the kth band is sensed at instant n

 = 0, otherwise

Let ãk[n] is the perhaps noisy measurement of ak[n] obtained at an instant n, if sk[n] = 1. In imperfect CSI 
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there are two types (1) outdated CSI (sk[n] = 0) (2) noisy CSI. Noisy CSI occurs when the sensing process ak[n] π 
ãk[n]. For outdated CSI we need a mode for capturing the dynamics of ak[n] across time. For easy purposewe are 
assumed to follow a first order markovprocess. The alteration chance template Q with (i, j)th entry Qij := pr{ak[n] 
= i | ak[n - 1] = j} for i, j = 0, 1. To identify the errors in the sensing process, we consider the probabilities of 
false alarm and miss detectioni.e.

 PMD := {ãk[n] = 0 | ak[n] = 1}

  PFA := {ãk[n] = 1 | ak[n] = 0}

These miss detection (MD) and false alarms are used to form the 2 ¥ 1 vectors q1 := [1 - PFA, PMD]T and 
q0 := [PFA, 1 - PMD]T

To obtain instantaneous belief vector we can estimate the recursive Bayesian. The belief fak
[n] is as follows

∑ If sk[n] = 0, then fak
[n] = Qfak

[n - 1]

∑ If sk[n] = 1 and ãk[n] = 0 then predict the belief vector as [n]f ~ak
[n] := Qfak

[n - 1];

 [fak
[n]]l = ([q0]l[f ^ak

)[n]]l/(q0
T f ^ak

[n]) (1)

∑ If sk[n] = 1 and Q~
k[n] = 1,

 [fak
[n]]l = ([q1]l[f ^ak

[n]l]/(q1
T f ^ak

[n]) (2)

Let Gk be the time taken among two changes of ak[n].

2. Imperfect and perfect CSI of primary user in underlay networks: In underlay setup the network controller 
know about the gain of the network controller (NC) CR-PU channel i.e in this case the CSI of primary user is 
varied. Specially, here channel state information gives information about the squared fading coefficient between 
mth cognitive radio and the kth primary user divided by power of noise and it indicated by hk

m
,1 (where subscript 

‘1’ indicates that the link involves primary receiver). hk
m
,2  is the noise power (where subscript ‘2’ indicates that 

the link involved in secondary receiver). Where hk
m
,2  contain interference power while hk

m
,1  does not contain 

interference power [9]. The reason is because the PU’s interfering power is a state variable where as the secondary 
user’s interference power is aintend variable. In perfect CSI at an instant an hk

m
,1 [n] is perfectly known where as 

in imperfect CSI only the hk
m
,1 [n] distribution is accessible. The principle state then consists of aincreasing and 

prospect density functions are denoted by Fhk
m

,1 [n](h) and fhk
m

,1 [n](h) respectively.

The Boolean variable sk
m[n] = 1 if hk

m, is sensed at direct n,

 = 0, otherwise.

Let h nk
m~ [ ]  is the possibly noisy measurement of h nk

m[ ] . It is obtain only when s nk
m[ ]  = 1. As in the 

previous example in primary CSI in underlay network also consist of two types of imperfections. They are 
1) out dated CSI (at instant n [n] = 0) 2) noisy CSI (It occur because the errors in process of sensing 
h nk

m~
, [ ]1  π h nk

m
, [ ]1 ). The time evolution of h nk

m[ ]  is markovian with q h hk
m

new old,( )  where h n hk
m
, [ ]1 1+ = new  and 

h n hk
m
, .1 [ ] = old  The Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of hk

m[n] = h is f k
m (h, n). It follows that f k

m(h, n + 1)

= qk
mÚ (h, x) f k

m(x, n)dx. For accounting errors in the sensing process we assumed that the memory less additive

noise mode i.e.

 h n h n v nk
m

k
m

k
m~

, ,[ ] [ ] [ ].1 1= +
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v nk
m[ ]  is the white noise and its PDF is fvk

m  (v) it is independent of h nk
m
, [ ]1 . By using these operating 

conditions, the belief f nhk
m[ ]  and it is estimated by using recursive bayes.

If s nk
m[ ]  = 0, then fhk

m  [n + 1](h) = qk
mÚ (h, x) fhk

m [n](x) dx

If s nk
m[ ]  = 1, f hk

m^  [n + 1](h) = qk
mÚ (h, x) fhk

m [n](x) dx

 f hh n[ ]
( )

+ 1
 = 

f n h f h h
f n x f x h dx

hk
m

v
m

hk
m

v
m

k

k

^ ( )

^ ( )

[ ] ( )

[ ] ( )~

+ -

+ -

-1

1
 (3)

In the above equation the denominator was a finite sum, where as in the earlier slice the number of ignored 
states is finite. For the left over cases, an estimated technique should be used.

Before going to the allocation of resources to the secondary users move towards, it is value reiterating the 
major points up to now. The Channel State Information model is different for both main and lesser users. The 
inferior Channel State Information consists of cognitive radio-to-CR link gains, which gives main interference. 
The main channel state information is formed by primary usermovement or cognitive radio-to-primary user 
channel gain in which do not contain any lesser interference. The lesser channel state information is perfectly 
known where as the CSI of primary user is uncertain, so that the instantaneous information is probabilistic.

B. Allocation of Resources to Secondary users
In this section we introduce the design variables as a function of the overall channel state information and is denoted 
by h. The Boolean preparation changeable wk

m[n] = 1, if the mth CR scheduled to transmit over kth band.

= 0, otherwise.

When wk
m[n] = 1, Let pk

m denote that it is a short term power can be transmitted to the mth CR over the kth 
band. Under capacity constrains both instantaneous rate variable and instantaneous power variables are coupled. 
This can be represented by the function c h p c hk

m
k
m

k
m

k
m

k
m( ) ( ), . ,, ,2 2  Is given by Shannon’s capacity formula where 

kk
m is the gap of SNR and it is depend on coding scheme.

The lesser user network operates in a block-by-block fashion, per each time slot n to finding the wk
m and 

pk
m the NC uses current CSI. Therefore h depends on n and {wk

m, pk
m} depends on h, and the wk

m, pk
m vary across 

time. Therefore both instantaneous rate and power rates are in the function of ‘h’. They are wk
m[h] and pk

m[h]

For the cognitive radio arrangement the aim is to build up adaptive RA algorithms by neglecting the 
interference problem. While doing this an optimaltrouble will set and solve in next section. Initially we see 
devoid of interference constraints after then with interference constrains will be in section 4.

The optimal problem for adaptive resource allocation: To develop the optimal problem with resource allocation, 
it is careful to determine the accessing of variables, accessing of metric and that must be satisfied with relative 
constraints. In II-B we observe {wk

m, pk
m} as accessing variables and accessing of metric is the cognitive radio 

weighted sum-average rate and it is denoted as c. It is given by c := Eh
m

k
m

k
m

k
m

k
m

k m
w h c h p h[ ( )]( ) , ( ),,

b 2Â .

In the above equation Eh is the overall channel state information expectation. bm is the priority coefficient, 
it is user dependent. The value of bm must be greater than zero. In the accessing variables {wk

m} is corresponds 
to the set {0, 1} and another variable {pk

m} must be greater than zero. Therefore in the spectrum for each band 
k, the cognitive radio transmits is
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 w hk
m

k
( )Â  £ 1 (4)

In the above equation the sum of wk
m(h) value is equal one it implies one cognitive user can access the 

channel, while it is’0’ it means no user access the channel. Because the links of cognitive radio to cognitive radio 
are poor or due to the more interference on primary user [10], [11]. The maximum long term power is:

 E w h p h ph k
m

k
m

k
m( ) ( )ÂÈÎ ˘

˚ £  (5)

under these conditions, the best resource allocation emerges the solution

 c* := max [ ( ) , ( )( )]( ), ( ) ,w h p h
m

k
m

k
m

k
m

k
m

kk
m

k
m w h c h p h{ } Â b 2  6(a)

where the calculation of the accessing variables on h has been accurate.

A) optimization of resource allocation in the absence of interference constraints:

In the equation (6) it is non convex, by using karush –kuhn-tucker(KKT) conditions, it can be transformed 
into convex one. In fact, the biasedamount rate accessing of uplink channel is the problem in (6). Pm is the 
lagrange multiplier. Finallylagrange multiplier Pm[n] is set to a constant value Pm*, similar to this value it 
maximizes the dual function associated with for this alternative methods are used. These methods are attractive 
only for the cognitive radio setup considered here and it will be seen in section 4.

C. Interference Constraints
Various set of interference constraints are considered to arrive at the optimal model to achieve optimum RA 
algorithm. Two major things to consider is to understand the type of data collected, data considered can be short 
term or long term.

Instantaneous interference: Short term data is otherwise called instantaneous data is easy to solve considering 
its very nature of simplification. Instantaneous data are more restrictive in nature which does not favour cognitive 
diversity.

Average interference: Long term data is otherwise called average data of constraints, it is not easy to solve for 
optimization problems. Dual approach is required to solve the optimization problem in long term constraints, 
Factors like interweave, underlay setup presence is important to look out for before solving the optimization 
problem [12],[13].

Instantaneous: To stay the interference to the main network under control, the most interference is 

Ok € (0,1). 

Since the section is focus on short term interference constraints.

In this short term there are two types: (1) interweave and (2) underlay.

Interweave: In this, the meddling occurs when ak[n] = 1 i.e., kth primary user lively larger than the kth band and 
also Sm k

mw n[ ] =1 i.e one cognitive radio transmits larger than kth band. The probability of limitation can written

a pr a n w n nk m k
m

k{ [ ] [ ] | }S = £1

O  and this above equation can be written as

 E Oak a n w n kn
k m k

m[ ][ ]{ [ ] [ ] }1 1S = £


where, Sm k
mw n[ ]  is a boolean and this can be re written as

 S Sak a m k
m

knn w n
k

[ ][ ] [ ]{ }[ ]1 1= £

O
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thus Sm k
mw n[ ]  = 1 only if [fak[n]] £ 


Ok  that implies (1) in this no need to dualize the constraint (2) the control 

share plays negative position in the meaning of interference. The cognitive radio be able to broadcast only if the 
chance of the channel being busy is less than 


Ok . Suppose the main channel state information is outdated and 

noisy, such a probability depends on the earlier size. Over the CSI is perfect [fak[n]] is either zero or one.

underlay Networks: In this underlay network, the nosiness occurs when the external control at the primary 
user unpaid to cognitive radio transmission exceeds a still Gk.

If w nk
m[ ] ,> 0  the limit in the direction of be there content on each time n is

 Pr{ [ ] | }, [ ]p n h nk
m

k n
m

k k1 > £G

O

In other style, the nosiness restraint cab be written as a summit control constraint. This constraint is very 
suitable, since even as the creative constraint is not curved, the highest summit rule constraint is convex [14]. 
Because negative multiplier is introduce for this constraint.

Long term interference constraints: In this long term interference constraints is also known as average 
constraints. In this also there are two types: (1) Interweave and (2) underlay.

Average constraints in interweave: Compare to the prior section the instantaneous interference constraints are 
simple to switch. Here, the average probability of interference with primary user is considered for the interweave 
[15].

The optimization trouble is rounded and it shows the next two belongings: (1) it be able to be there optimally 
attempt with zero duality gap (2) It is effectively solvable. Preliminary by means of formulation, bring to mind 
the interference of instantaneous prospect in the interweave consists

 Pr{ [ ] [ ] | }Sm k
m

kw n a n n=1  £ 

Ok

or Eak n ak n w nm k
m[ ] [ ] [ ]1 1S =

È
Î

˘
˚  £ 

Ok

In this durable constraint record instants are both measured.

 Eh ak w hm k
m1 1{ ( ) }S =

È
Î

˘
˚  £ 

Ok

In this above equation the LHS side represents the prospect of the primary user life form on the go. The 
prologue of a fresh multiplier implies that the tie-value pointer wants to be defined as

 Y P Sk
m

k
m m

k
m

k
m

k
m m

k
m

k akp n c h n p n n p n n n( ) ( )[ ] : [ ], [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [,= - -b q2 ]] { [ ] }1 1ak n =ÈÎ ˘̊

If the primary channel state information is imperfect, then Eak[n] [1{ak[n] = 1}] = [ fak[n]]2 when perfect.

Hence, the main distinction among instantaneous and average solutions for the interweave is the technique in 
which development decisions are completed. Main focal point is earliest on the primary user. Only the interfering 
caused to the primary user is below threshold.

Long term interference in underlay: The probability of the average constraint with primary users in the underlay 
is dialyzing it. In this the trouble at has two striking kind:

1. In twin field the crisis can be separated.

2. The functions causing non- convexity, the effects can be modified explain the duality gain is 
zero.
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For long term constrain moment directs should live accounted used for, next to by means of the cognitive 
radio source interference [16]. This preserve exist marks as

 E L Oh m k
m

p h h h kw h
k
m

k
m

k
S G( ) { ( ) ( ) },1 >

È
ÎÍ

˘
˚̇

£


As in the interweave container opening of a innovative multiplier varies the lagrangian construction and 
as a result the line-superiority pointer has to be customized for that reason as

 Y Pk
m

k
m m

k
m

k
m

k
m m

k
m

k n hp n c h n p n n p n
k

[ ] : [ ], [ ] [ ] [ ], [ ] ,( ) = ( ) - - Âb 2 1
v [[ ] { [ ] [ ] },

n
m

p n h nk
m

k
m

k
1

1 >
È
ÎÍ

˘
˚̇G

Â È
ÎÍ

˘
˚̇>h n

m
p n h nk k

m
k
m

k, ,
[ ] { [ ] [ ] }1 1

1 G  Corresponds to 1 - Fh n
m k

k
mk p n, [ ] [ ]1

GÊ

ËÁ
ˆ

¯̃
 when channel state information (CSI) is

imperfect. 1
1{ [ ] [ ] },p n h nk

m
k
m

k> G  When channel state information (CSI) is perfect.

Once { [ ]}*p nk
m

m = 1
M  are obtained finding { [ ]}*w nk

m
m = 1
M .

In other words, because in the dual domain the problem can be separated across users and channels, 
lagrangian does not require optimizing a non-convex problem over a 2MK dimensional space but instead, MK 
closed forms and MK one-dimensional non-convex problems must be solved [1], [16], [17].When channel state 
information is perfect, power optimization is straight forward. When the primary channel state information is 
imperfect, evaluating fh nk

m[ ]  is monotonic the optimization is non-convex [1], [18]. In this holder, all of them

can be originate and the international most favourable can be next certain.

SIMuLATIoN RESuLT3. 
The simulated parameters we considered as follows bm = 1, pm = 2, Kk

m = 1, 

Ok  = 4%, Gk = 0.5.The secondary 

amplitude links are Rayleigh distributed function, and SNR for all users and bands average is Eh[h
m
k,2] = 9. The 

primary user of channel state information model is hm
k,1[n] = Hm

k,1[n] |2 [1], [19].

The complex Gaussian distribution function with mean zero and variance is unity and low pass equivalent 
is Hm

k,1[n]. Here the amplitude is Rayleigh distributed because they has independent of real and imaginary parts, 
so thatThe time association model is Hm

k,1[n] = √rHm
k,1[n - 1] + √[1 - r] zm

k [n], the r value is 0.95 and here zm
k [n] 

is white Gaussian noise, the complex Gaussian distribution function with mean zero and variance is unity. The 
noise measurement of vk

m[n] is complex Gaussian distribution function with zero mean and variation is 0.01. The 
network controller senses Hm

k,1[n] at every Nh = 6 slots [1], [2].

The activity model of primary user is simulated with following parameters. Q00 = 0.95, Q01 = 0.10, Q10 = 0.05, 
Q11 = 0.90; PFA = 3% and PMD = 2%; and the network controller senses ak[n] for every Na = 3 slots.. The developed 
optimality and feasibility scheme has been established hypothetically.

The cognitive radio implementing nine different schemes of resource allocation these schemes are power, 
interference probability for an interweave and average weighted sum rate. The nine schemes are S1, S2, S3, S4, 
S5, S6, S7, S8, and S9. The first three are short term or Instantaneous interference constrains. S1) knows true 
CSI and it is genie-aided, S2) it is developed for CSI imperfection, S3) this scheme implementing RA where 

error free in imperfect CSI, so its sets a ak[n + na] = ak [n] and hm
k,1[n + nh] = hk

m
,1 [n], for na = 0, 1, ..., Na - 1, 

nh = 0, ..., Nh - 1. Another three is S4, S5, S6 are the counterparts of S1, S2, S3 under a average interference. S7) 
the primary CSI has no instantaneous information. S8) it ignoring the interference constrains.
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Constraints are done by the novel schemes and ignoring the channel state information and cognitive radio to 
primary user channels are used to perform the output of the suboptimal schemes based on the static knowledge. 
Long term constraints s2 yield a higher maximum than instantaneous interference s1, when s2 satisfy the constraints 
tightly than only s1 satisfies the long term the stochastic interference constraints [2], [20]. The probability of 
interference is estimated by the novel algorithms is updates it state corresponds to the actual one.

Table 1 is for an interweave setup and Table 2 is an underlay setup. The interweave setup is not appropriate 
for an additional scheme of s7, but it is used in underlay setup cognitive radio networks. Higher sum rate are 
achieves in underlay schemes than the interweave scheme. In underlay have more opportunities in cognitive 
radio that is the secondary user have transmit low power sufficiently do not cause interference even if the primary 
user is act. In the table C1, C2, C3 are the comments assigned to each scheme in the network. Where C1 is the 
Instantaneous interference constrains (STIC) enforced long term constraint. C2 is the Instantaneous interference 
constraints (STIC) often violated. C3 is the average interference constraints (LTIC) violated. In Figure c the 
values of instantaneous power multipliers are depend on the requirement of number of users and the system.
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Figure 1: output Response

In Figure 1 we consider four subplots, each depict over time evolution of a different subset of simple average 
p nm[ ]  and subplot(b) simple average interference estimated 


Ok n[ ] , subplot(c) instaneous power multipliers 

and Pm[n] and subplot(d) is instantaneous interference multipliers qk[n] we consider two unlicensed users so 
we provide the frequency to the two unlicensed users here the Figure shows the two waveforms lines these are 
user 1 and user 2. The Figure (a) shows the simple average power and it always should be 1 because the power 
consumption is less than 1. Figure (b) shows the average interference (estimated) is also be decrement to 1 because 
every system need less interference i.e. less than 1. Figure (c) shows the instantaneous power multiplier it always 
should be 1 and Figure (d) shows the interference multiplier it instantaneous increases 0 to 3. In the results we 
plotted only m = 1, 2 users with the corresponding k = 5, 6 channels are plotted and these are differentiate by 
two different colours. Where the dashed lines represents constant (optimal) values.

CoNCLuSIoN4. 
For spectrum management we have to develop resource allocation algorithms for secondary users of both 
interweave and underlay settings over fading links. Here we reduce the problem of dynamically changing of 
channel state information and interference. These algorithms were obtained as the solution of weighted sum rate 
maximization to maximum probability of interference and average power. These interference terms was multiplied 
by Lagrange multipliers. This algorithms include the estimating the probability of instantaneous interference 
constraints and Lagrange multiplier values. These multiplier values are depending on the system and requirement 
of primary and secondary users. The alternative interference constraints, distributed implementations are not 
observed in our future works these problems will be handled.
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